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Quasi-Newton methods

- Approximates Newton’s direction by satisfying the secant equation

where , and is positive definite

- BFGS performs a rank 2 update of

- A limited memory version of BFGS (l-BFGS) stores only a small
number of vector pairs

TL;DR

- l-BFGS with Wolfe conditions is widely used in practice

- For linear composition problems, adding a momentum term may 

lead to finding a more accurate solution in less time

- We set step sizes set with inexact subspace optimization

Linear composition problems

- An objective in the form

where f is the composition of linear map Ax and F

- Includes many common objectives

(Logistic regression)

(SVM)

(Least squares)

Subspace search

- Uses d > 1 search directions

- Conceptually, one primary direction, many secondary directions

- Primary direction from popular methods

- Secondary directions add favorable properties to method

- For linear composition problems, efficient in number of

matrix-vector multiplications (Table 1)

- Store directions as columns of matrix P. On kth iteration

where is a vector of step sizes

- Inexact SO is efficient for linear composition problems

where is stored and reused

Experiments
Comparing four methods on a logistic regression objective

Wolfe conditions

- Popular inexact step size methods: Armijo, Wolfe, or Goldstein

- Some quasi-Newton methods (incl. BFGS but not l-BFGS) with step
sizes satisfying Wolfe conditions have local super-linear convergence

- Wolfe conditions for subspace search

(sufficient decrease)

(curvature)

with parameters and

- www.github.com/sheaws/minFuncSO

Practical issues

- Initial step size choice and extrapolating to next trial step size
- Sub-method to use and subproblem accuracy

Takeaways
- Compared to l-BFGS and Wolfe, our method finds a solution

that is >5 times more accurate in roughly half the time

- Details such as method used to solve the subproblem matter
(we chose Barzilai-Borwein as the submethod)


